Selecting the Right Interior Prehang

Understanding Frames, Assembly & Machining

When hanging interior doors, there are many options to consider.
We are here to help determine the right solution for your project.
CALL OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE DETAILS
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Below, you will find the advantages when buying Upstate Door as compared to the industry standard product offerings.
Our recommendations are noted with our logo next to them.
Step 1 - Type of Frame: We recommend Flat Frames, but
depends on your customer’s preference.

Step 2 - Frame Material: We recommend Solid Poplar
Frames and Solid Rabbeted Frames due to its strength.

Many variables affect the difficulty of hanging a door in the field. The manner in which a door is hung will determine how it
looks and performs after installation. Items such as reveals, quality of machining, and the type of frame will have an impact
on the end result. We intend to explain the options labeled as industry standard as compared to Upstate Door standards, all of
which can make or break the high end look that you intended to create.

Step One: Select the Type of Frame
Flat Frames

We offer all three types of frames, your choice will depend on your customer’s preference.

Single Rabbeted Frames

Flat frames offer the most flexibility and
a variety of different options. The stop
on the door can be adjusted.

Double Rabbeted Frames

Rabbeted frames are very secure because they are made of solid wood,
however there is no stop so there is not adjustment.

Step Two: Select the Material
Industry Standard/Upstate Base: Finger Jointed Frames
Finger Jointed Frame

Finger Jointed
Rabbeted Frame

Finger Jointed Double
Rabbeted Frame

This type of frame is fabricated
from multiple pieces of wood glued
together. This is the industry standard
because it is mass produced and offers
cost savings. On a high end project,
there are many aspects left desired.

Pros

Cons

Cost

Limited to certain widths

Availability to buy in
large quantities

Not smooth for painting
Exposure for joints
Requires more sanding time
Not as durable as solid

Upstate Premium Standard: Solid Frames
Solid Frame
Rabbeted Solid
Frame
Double Rabbeted
Solid Frame

A solid frame allows for the most
flexibility in design and availability with
sizes. It is able to withstand the weight
of our wood doors and is the easiest to
install in an opening due to its rigidity.
As a result, we prefer to utilize these
frames to complement our high
end doors.

Pros

Cons

Better for painting

Cost of labor and materials

Stronger to support the weight
of the door
Easiest to hang, less flex
Available in custom sizes

Do you have questions about our products? Contact our door experts
today to get the answers you need on your next project!

The industry standards are something that we have met and exceeded many times over. All of our doors are machined
using a CNC Router, making the tolerances 100% accurate. We pride ourselves on offering high-quality doors that fit
perfectly while offering architectural detail.
Step 3 - Machining: We offer CNC precision machining on every product that we create.

Step Three: Understanding Machining Standards
Good: Hand Router and Jig (Field Standard)
The hinge pockets are created
using a hand router and a
jig. This type of machining is
usually done by a carpenter
in the field or done at a small
millwork shop.

Pros

Cons

Can easily customize a single door

Quality

Can do at a job site

Accuracy
Consistency
Costly

Better: Prehang Machine (Industry Standard)
A better option is to use a
prehang machine to machine
for hinge pockets, beveling the
door edge, machining for hinge
screws, and boring the door.

Pros

Cons

Less costly

Door moves while being machined

More consistent
than a field install

They typically machine the exact same
way whether it’s a $20 door or a
$5,000 door
Custom jobs are difficult to handle as
these machines are set up for
mass production

Best: CNC Router (Upstate Standard)
The best option is to use a
CNC Router to downsize,
bevel, and machine for hinge
pockets and screws. This is
by far the most accurate and
consistent option.

Pros

Cons

Offers a horizontal aggregate; the door is held
perfectly flat while everything is being machined. This
is important because we remove the human factor and
everything is done consistently (ie: depths of hinge
pockets) and is completed with the same horsepower.

Cost

We have complete flexibility over any type of door,
making custom jobs easy
Tolerances are 100% accurate
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There are three different ways that we package our doors. We ship out premium knocked down jambs (this is our default), assembled
frame and a door packaged separately, and an assembled frame with the door in the jamb. Each depends on the application and the
type of carpenter that will be installing them. See below for additional information.
Step 4 - Selcting the packaging that is appropriate for your customer’s needs.

Step 4: Select the Packaging
Industry Option: Knocked Down Jambs
This type of frame is the industry
standard. The door stop is not applied,
cut, or mitered. The hinges are not
applied, and the heads are not pre-drilled.
Jamb legs are sent true to size.
Application: Carpenters that are
experienced with high end architectural
millwork.

Upstate Door Options

Pros

Cons

Easier to handle the
frame weight

The carpenter needs to
assemble the frame

Easier to handle the
door weight

Multiple pieces
Additional labor is required to apply
and miter the stop and drill the heads

This type of jamb is not offered by Upstate Door.

Industry Standard/Upstate Option: Assembled Frame with Door in Jamb
This type of jamb is already assembled with the
door in place. The door and the frame are both
wrapped together. This is an Upstate option, but is
also the industry standard. However, we screw the
frame together for added durability. The industry
standard is to only staple the frame together.
Application: Carpenters who are working on more
standard homes with less custom door openings.

Pros

Cons

Only have
one piece

Not individually packaged,
so the weight is heavier

Frame is screwed
together

Harder to install based on weight. The
carpenter might end up taking the door
out of the frame anyway due to weight.
Harder to trim the jamb legs

Upstate Option: Assembled Frame, Door Packaged Separately
This type of jamb is already assembled. The door
and the frame are both wrapped individually.
Application: Carpenters that do not want to
handle the weight of the door and the frame at
the same time.

Pros

Cons

Frame is already assembled

The carpenter has to put
the door in the frame

The door is packaged separately
so it is safer from damage

Two pieces

Easier to handle the weight of
the door

Upstate Standard: Premium Knocked Down Jambs (Upstate Door Default)
This type of jamb features 2 legs and a head, an
applied door stop which is tacked in place, mitered
during installation, easy to assemble, pre-drilled
where the head meets the leg, and the hinges are
already applied. All the jambs are sent long so
that they can be fitted perfectly to the subfloor
or finished floor. The jamb is broken down and
individually wrapped, and so is the door.
Application: Carpenters that are experienced with
high end architectural millwork.

Pros

Cons

Easier to handle the frame weight

The carpenter needs to
assemble the frame

Easier to handle the door weight

Three pieces

Easier to cut the jamb legs to fit
the subfloor or the finished floor
Has the most flexibility
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